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Abstract—Energy minimization is a critical issue and chal-
lenge when considering the cyclic dependency of leakage power
and temperature as IC technology reaches deep sub-micron level.
In this paper, we present an analytical method to calculate the
energy consumption efficiently and effectively for a given voltage
schedule on a multi-core platform, with the leakage/temperature
dependency taken into consideration. Our experiments show
that the proposed method can achieve a speedup of 15 times
compared with the numerical method, with a relative error of
no more than 1.5%.

Keywords—multi-core systems, energy calculation, leak-
age/temperature dependency

I. INTRODUCTION

The increasing popularity of multi-core systems and the
rising performance demand have made energy efficiency
a critical design objective for system designers. Catalyzed
by continuous transistor scaling, an exponential increase in
transistor density for higher performance platforms has led to
sharp rise in power/energy consumption [1], [2]. The contin-
uously increased power consumption has resulted in soaring
chip temperature, which adversely impacts the performance,
reliability, and packaging/cooling costs [3]. More importantly,
as design paradigm shifts to deep sub-micron domain, high
chip temperature leads to a substantial increase in leakage
power consumption [4]. For instance, Liao et al. [5] showed
an increase in leakage power consumption by 38% with chip
temperature rising from 650C to 1100C. This signifies the
need for incorporating leakage/temperature dependency into
the system power model.

A key problem in energy efficiency design is calculating the
energy consumption for a design alternative. Earlier research,
e.g. [6], [7], has been exclusively focused on dynamic energy
consumption. Some later research such as that in [8] takes the
leakage power into consideration, but assumes that leakage
power is constant. Under this assumption, the calculation of
energy consumption for a given voltage schedule is trivial,
since the overall power consumption remains the same as long
as a system keeps the same running voltage and frequency.
However, when considering the leakage/temperature depen-
dency, the problem substantially becomes more challenging
since the leakage power consumption (and thus the overall
power consumption) varies with the temperature, and tem-
perature changes with the power consumption as well. The

energy calculation problem becomes even more complicated
for multi-core platforms when the leakage power of one
core depends not only on its own temperature, but also
temperatures from other cores as well. As a result, many
existing research on thermal and energy management (e.g.
[9]) do not explicitly formulate the energy consumption.

To calculate the overall energy consumption with leak-
age/temperature dependency taken into consideration, one
intuitive and commonly adopted approach is to use the nu-
merical method. According to this method, the entire voltage
schedule is split into a set of small time intervals such that
within each interval the voltage/frequency and temperature
of all cores can be regarded as invariant. The temperature
and power trace, and thus the energy consumption, for a
schedule can be obtained accordingly. For example, Liu et
al. [10] formulated the energy minimization under a peak
temperature as a non-linear programming problem, and then
employed the above mentioned method to calculate the energy
consumption. Bao et al. [11] also used a similar approach
to keep track of temperature variations, and proposed an
energy minimization method by dynamically selecting the
supply voltage. One major problem with this approach is that
the accuracy significantly depends on the variation rate of
power and temperature. To achieve high accuracy, the length
of the interval needs to be kept very small and thus the
computation cost can be very high. Huang et al. [12] proposed
a different approach to calculate the energy consumption.
Based on leakage/temperature dependency model proposed
in [13], they developed an analytical closed-form energy
estimation method for a schedule. However, their work can
only be applied for single core platforms but not for multi-
core platforms, considering the heat transfer among different
cores. We are not aware of any other technique published to
analytically calculate the multi-core energy consumption with
temperature/leakage dependency taken into consideration.

In this paper, we present a fast and accurate method to
calculate the overall energy consumption for a given voltage
schedule on multi-core platforms. Different from the tradi-
tional numerical method for energy calculation, we develop
a closed-form analytical solution for the overall energy con-
sumption of a given schedule. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first work that presents an analytical solution for
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energy calculation on multi-core platforms by taking leak-
age/temperature dependency into consideration. In addition,
our proposed method is rather general and fundamental, and
thus can be applied for both homogeneous and heterogeneous
multi-core platforms. Our experiments show that the proposed
analytical method can achieve an average speedup of 15X
with a relative error of no more than 1.5%.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We first
introduce the system models used in this paper in Section II.
We then introduce how to formulate temperature dynamics in
Section III. Our proposed analytical solution of energy cal-
culation for multi-core scheduling is presented in Section IV.
We show our experimental results in Section V, and conclude
this paper in Section VI.

II. PRELIMINARY

A. Processing core and task model

The real-time system considered in this paper consists of
M cores, denoted as P = {P1,P2, ...,PM}. Each core has N
running modes, each of which is characterized by a pair of
parameters (vk, fk), where vk and fk are the supply voltage
and working frequency under mode k, respectively.

Let S represent a voltage schedule or speed schedule which
indicates how the supply voltage and working frequency is
varied for each core at different times. We assume S is
known. For example, S can be a design alternative during
the design space exploration process, or an energy efficient
solution based on a certain heuristic. In this paper, we use
voltage schedule and speed schedule interchangeably. Let L
be the schedule length of S. We define the concept of state
interval as below:

Definition 1: Given a speed schedule S for a multi-core
system, an interval [tq−1, tq] is called a state interval if each
core runs only at one mode during that interval.

According to Definition 1, a speed schedule S essentially
consists of a number of non-overlapped state intervals, i.e. Q
state intervals, such that

1)
⋃Q

q=1[tq−1, tq] = [0,L]
2) [tq−1, tq]

⋂
[tp−1, tp] = /0, if q 6= p

In addition, for a single state interval [tq−1, tq], we use κq to
denote the interval mode, which consists of the running modes
of all cores in that interval, i.e. κq = {k1, ...,kM} where ki is
the running mode of core Pi in that interval.

B. Power model

The overall power consumption (in Watt) is composed of
dynamic power Pdyn and leakage power Pleak. In our power
model, Pdyn is independent of the temperature, while Pleak is
sensitive to both temperature and supply voltage. The dynamic
power consumption is proportional to the square of supply
voltage and linearity of working frequency [14]. In this paper,
we assume that the working frequency is linearly proportional
to supply voltage, thus the dynamic power consumption of
core Pi can be formulated as [3], [12]

Pdyn,i = γki · v
3
ki

(1)

where vki is the supply voltage of core Pi and γki is a constant,
both of which depend on the running mode of core Pi, i.e.
mode ki.

While the circuit level study reveals a very complicated
relation between leakage power and temperature, Liu et
al. [15] found that a linear approximation of the leakage
temperature dependency is fairly accurate. As such, similar
to the work in [3], we approximate the leakage power of core
Pi as follows

Pleak,i =
(
αki +βki ·Ti(t)

)
· vki (2)

where αki and βki are constants depending on the core running
mode, i.e. mode ki.

Consequently, the total power consumption of core Pi at
time t, denoted as Pi(t), can be formulated as:

Pi(t) =
(
αki +βki ·Ti(t)

)
· vki + γki · v

3
ki

(3)

For convenience in our presentation, we rewrite the above
formula by separating the elements into temperature indepen-
dent/dependent parts such that

Pi(t) = ψi +φi ·Ti(t) (4)

where

ψi = αki · vki + γki · v
3
i (5)

φi = βki · vki (6)

As such, the power consumption for a multi-core system
can be represented asP1(t)

...
PM(t)

=

ψ1
...

ψM

+
φ1 · · · 0

...
. . .

...
0 · · · φM


T1(t)

...
TM(t)

 (7)

or
P(t) = ΨΨΨ+ΦΦΦT(t) (8)

In our paper, we use the bold text for a vector/matrix and
the unbolded text for a value, e.g. T represents a temperature
vector while T represents a temperature value.

C. Thermal model

P1 C 1 R11

P2 C2 R22

P33 C 3R
3

P44
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R24

R 14

Fig. 1. Illustration for thermal phenomena on multi-core system



The thermal model used in this paper is similar to the one
used in related researche [9], [16]. Figure 1 illustrates the
thermal model for a 4-core system. Ci and Ri j denote the
thermal capacitance (in Watt/oC) of core Pi and the thermal
resistance (in J/oC) between core Pi and P j, respectively.
Let Tamb denote the ambient temperature, then in general, the
thermal phenomena of core Pi can be formulated as

Ci ·
dTi(t)

dt
+

Ti(t)−Tamb

Rii
+∑

j 6=i

Ti(t)−Tj(t)
Ri j

= Pi(t) (9)

Let δi =
Tamb
Rii

and

gi j =

{
∑

M
j=1

1
Ri j

, if j = i
−1
Ri j

, otherwise
(10)

Then the thermal model in equation (9) can be rewritten as

Ci ·
dTi(t)

dt
+

M

∑
j=1

gi j ·Tj(t) = Pi(t)+δi (11)

Accordingly, for the entire system, the thermal model can
be represented as

C
dT(t)

dt
+gT(t) = P(t)+δδδ (12)

where

C =

C1 · · · 0
...

. . .
...

0 · · · CM

g =

g11 · · · g1M
...

. . .
...

gM1 · · · gMM

δδδ =

δ1
...

δM


(13)

Note that C, g and δδδ are all constants that only depend on the
multi-core architecture, i.e. capacitance and/or conductance.
It is worth mentioning that our thermal model is very general
and accounts for the heat transfer impacts among different
cores. It can be used for thermal analysis for both the
temperature transient states as well as the temperature stable
state.

III. TEMPERATURE FORMULATION

Our goal is to formulate the overall energy consumption for
a given voltage schedule. Before we introduce our method, in
this section, we first present how to formulate the temperature
dynamics on multi-core systems analytically.

Note that, by applying the power model (see equation (8))
into the thermal model (see equation (12)), we can directly
obtain that

C
dT(t)

dt
+gT(t) = ΨΨΨ+ΦΦΦT(t)+δδδ (14)

Let G = g−ΦΦΦ, then the above equation can be rewritten as

C
dT(t)

dt
+GT(t) = ΨΨΨ+δδδ (15)

Since C is the capacitance matrix with no zero values only
on the diagonal, we know C is nonsingular. Thus, the inverse
of C, i.e. C−1 exists. Then equation (15) can be further
represented as

dT(t)
dt

= AT(t)+B (16)

where A=−C−1G and B=C−1(ΨΨΨ+δδδ). The system thermal
model shown in equation (16) has a form of first order Ordi-
nary Differential Equations (ODE), which has the following
solution under constant coefficients:

T(t) = etAT0 +A−1(etA− I)B (17)

where T0 is the initial temperature.
Specifically, for a state interval [tq−1, tq], and let κq be

the corresponding interval mode, once the temperates at the
starting point, i.e. T(tq−1), are given, according to equation
(17), the ending temperatures of that interval, i.e. T(tq−1), can
be directly formulated as

T(tq) = e∆tqAκq T(tq−1)+A−1
κq (e

∆tqAκq − I)Bκq (18)

where Aκq =−C−1Gκq , Bκq = C−1(ΨΨΨκq +δδδ), and ∆tq = tq−
tq−1. Note that since Aκq and Bκq are only dependent on the
core running modes, i.e. κq, within a state interval [tq−1, tq],
both Aκq and Bκq are constant.

Consequently, given a speed schedule S and the corre-
sponding initial temperature T(0), with the method introduced
above, we can obtain the temperature traces of S by succes-
sively calculating the temperature from one state interval to
another.

IV. ENERGY FORMULATION FOR MULTI-CORE SYSTEMS

With the temperature formulation introduced as above,
we are now ready to discuss our method to formulate the
energy consumption on multi-core systems considering the
interdependence of leakage power and temperature. In what
follows, we first present an analytical solution to calculated
the energy consumption for one state interval. Then we
formulate the total energy consumption for the entire speed
schedule.

Consider a state interval, i.e. [tq−1, tq] with initial tempera-
ture of T(tq−1). The energy consumption of all cores within
that interval can be simply formulated as

E(tq−1, tq) =
∫ tq

tq−1

P(t)dt (19)

Based on our system power model, given by equation (8), we
have

E(tq−1, tq) = ∆tqΨΨΨ+ΦΦΦ

∫ tq

tq−1

T(t)dt (20)

For a given state interval and multi-core platform, according
to equation (5) and (8), ΨΨΨ is a constant. Therefore, to calculate
E(tq−1, tq), we only need to get

∫ tq
tq−1 T(t)dt.

Recall that the analytical solution for T(t) is given by
equation (17). One intuitive approach is therefore to find∫ tq

tq−1 T(t)dt as follows:∫ tq

tq−1

T(t)dt

=
∫ tq

tq−1

(
etAT(tq−1)+A−1(etA− I)B

)
dt (21)

=
∫ tq

tq−1

etAdtT(tq−1)+A−1(∫ tq

tq−1

etAdt− tI
)
B (22)



The problem of this approach is that we need to find∫ tq
tq−1 etAdt, but unfortunately, we are not aware of any existing

method or mathematical tools that can be used to solve
the problem of exponential matrix integration. Therefore, to
replace T(t) in equation (20) with equation (17) does not
seem to be a promising approach.

Note that, as long as we can get
∫ tq

tq−1 T(t)dt, we find the
solution to the overall energy consumption for state interval
[tq−1, tq]. If we let X =

∫ tq
tq−1 T(t)dt, then the above can be

simplified as
E(tq−1, tq) = ∆tqΨΨΨ+ΦΦΦX (23)

In what follows, we introduce a novel method to calculate
X. Recall that the system thermal model can be formulated
as (see equation (15)):

C
dT(t)

dt
+GT(t) = ΨΨΨ+δδδ

Since C,G,ΨΨΨ and δδδ are all constants within interval [tq−1, tq],
if we integrate on both sides of the above equation with
respect to time t, where t ∈ [tq−1, tq], we have

C∆Tq +G
∫ tq

tq−1

T(t)dt = ∆tq(ΨΨΨ+δδδ) (24)

where ∆Tq =T(tq)−T(tq−1) and ∆tq = tq−tq−1. If we further
replace

∫ tq
tq−1 T(t)dt with X, we have

C∆Tq +GX = ∆tq(ΨΨΨ+δδδ) (25)

Now let H be that

H = ∆tq(ΨΨΨ+δδδ)−C∆Tq (26)

Note that, based on equation (18), ∆Tq can be easily calcu-
lated as

∆Tq = T(tq)−T(tq−1). (27)

Therefore, H can be easily obtained once the state interval
[tq−1, tq] is defined. Accordingly, from equation (25), we can
get

GX = H (28)

Assuming G is nonsingular, X can thus be solved as

X = G−1H (29)

By applying equation (29) into (23), we can get that

E(tq−1, tq) = ∆tqΨΨΨ+ΦΦΦG−1H (30)

As such, given a multi-core platform and a state interval,
the energy consumption within the interval can be calculated
using equation 30 analytically. We formally present our en-
ergy calculation method for a state interval in Theorem 1.

Theorem 1: Given a state interval [tq−1, tq] ∈ S with Tq−1
the temperature at time tq−1, the overall system energy
consumption within interval [tq−1, tq] can be formulated as

E(tq−1, tq) = ∆tqΨΨΨκq +ΦΦΦκqG−1
κq Hκq (31)

Note that given a speed schedule and initial temperature,
the temperature at the ends of each state interval can be
readily determined using equation (18). For a speed schedule
S consisting of Q state intervals, the total system energy

consumption under S can be obtained by summing up the
energy consumptions of all state intervals. We conclude this
energy calculation method in Theorem 2.

Theorem 2: Given an initial temperature T0 and a speed
schedule S consisting of Q state intervals, the total system
energy consumption under S, denoted as Etotal(S), can be
calculated as

Etotal(S) =
Q

∑
q=1

M

∑
i=1

Ei(tq−1, tq) (32)

where Ei(tq−1, tq) can be calculated from equation (31).
The computational complexity for our energy calculation

of each state interval mainly comes from the matrix multi-
plications and inversions, with a complexity of O(M3). To
calculate the overall energy consumption for a schedule with
Q state intervals, the complexity is thus O(Q×M3). In what
follows, we use experiments to evaluate the performance of
our proposed method.

V. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

In this section, we validated the proposed energy calcu-
lation method with simulations. We compared our proposed
method with the traditional numerical method to obtain some
insights with regard to the effectiveness and efficiency of
an energy estimation approach. In what follows, we first
introduce the settings for our experiments. We then present
and discuss the experimental results.

A. Experimental set-up

TABLE I
HOTSPOT PARAMETERS AND FLOORPLAN

Parameter Value
Total Cores 9 (3x3)

Area per Core 4 mm2

Die Thickness 0.15 mm
Heat Spreader Side 20 mm

Heat Sink Side 30 mm
Convection Resistance 0.1 K/W

Convection Capacitance 140 J/K
Ambient Temperature 30oC

TABLE II
POWER/THERMAL PARAMETERS

Vdd(V ) α β γ

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.8 1.4533 0.0760 6.0531
0.9 2.4173 0.0844 5.8008
1.0 4.0533 0.0936 5.8906

We performed our experimental simulations based on a
3× 3 multi-core system. The granularity of the floorplan
was restricted to core-level. Our core model was based on
65nm technology as presented in [5]. We assumed that each
core supports 3 active modes with supply voltage ranging



from 0.8V to 1.0V and a step size of 0.1V . We also set one
inactive/sleep mode with supply voltage equal to 0V .

We adopted the same thermal parameters as used in
work [3] (see Table V-A). We set the power consumption
under the peak temperature constraint of 1100C. The thermal
parameters, including thermal conductance, capacitance etc.
were taken from HotSpot-4.02 [17]. The thermal nodes in
our thermal model included active layer, interface layer, heat
spreader and heat sink. The relevant useful parameters were
shown in Table V-A. We set the ambient temperature Tamb as
well as the initial temperature T0 as 30oC.

We randomly generated 50 multi-core speed schedules
as our test cases. The running mode for each scheduling
interval was randomly chosen from [0,0.8,0.9,1.0]V (see
Table V-A). The total length of the scheduling interval was
evenly distributed within [100,200], and the length of each
scheduling interval was evenly distributed within [30,50]. For
each test case, our proposed method as well as the traditional
numerical method with sampling interval length varied from
0.5 seconds to 3.0 seconds were used to calculate the energy
consumption. The baseline was obtained by setting the length
of sampling interval to 0.01. When applying the numerical
method, we calculated the leakage power consumption based
on the accurate circuit level leakage temperature model [5],
i.e.

Ileak = Is · (A ·T 2 · e((a·Vdd+b)/T )+B · e(c·Vdd+d)) (33)

where Is is the leakage current at a certain reference tem-
perature and supply voltage, T is the core temperature,
and A ,B,a,b,c,d are physically determined constants (i.e.
fitting parameters). All simulations were conducted on a Dell
Precision T1500 Desktop Workstation with CPU type of Intel
i5 750 Quad Core and 4GB memory capacity.

B. Accuracy analysis

In this subsection, we investigate the performance of our
proposed method in terms of accuracy. Note that, while
we analytically developed the energy formulation as shown
in equation (31) and (32), its accuracy is contingent upon
our leakage/temperature dependency assumption as listed in
equation (2).

To compare the accuracy of different energy estimation
approaches, we need to identify the accurate energy consump-
tion for a given speed schedule. We resorted to the numerical
method with a very short sampling interval to achieve this
goal. The question is how short the sampling interval should
be.

In our experiments, we set the length of sampling interval
ts from 0.5 seconds to 3.0 seconds with a step length of 0.5
seconds and calculated the energy consumption for different
schedules. Particularly, we set ts = 0.01 second as the baseline
since we found that the largest relative energy difference
between ts = 0.01 second and ts = 0.5 seconds was smaller
than 0.4%. We then normalized the energy consumption by
other approaches to the baseline results. Figure 2(a) shows the
relative differences of energy consumption estimation results
using a numerical approach with different sampling intervals,
i.e. from ts = 0.5 seconds to ts = 3.0 seconds. The relative
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Fig. 2. Accuracy analysis, compared with the numerical method under
ts = 0.01

differences of energy consumption based on our proposed
approach and comparable numerical results are presented in
Figure 2(b).

From Figure 2(a), it is not surprising to see that the smaller
the sampling interval, the smaller the energy difference ratio
becomes. For example, when ts is decreased from 3.0 to 0.5,
the average energy difference ratio is reduced from 1.7%
to 0.4%. This is because the smaller the sampling interval
is, the less the temperature can change. Since the numerical
method estimates the leakage consumption within an interval
assuming temperature within a sampling interval does not
change, the error of the estimated leakage energy can be kept
small if the sampling interval is small enough.

On the other hand, we can see from Figure 2(b) that our
proposed method performed well from the aspect of accuracy.
For example, the largest relative error observed in Figure 2(b)
is no more than 1.5%. As shown in Figure 2(b), we can
see that our method outperforms the numerical method with
ts = 2.0 seconds for most test cases, and compatible with
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Fig. 3. Time efficiency analysis, normalized with our method

the method with ts = 1.5 seconds. The experimental results
clearly show that our proposed approach can achieve very
good accuracy in estimating the overall energy consumption
for a given speed schedule.

C. Time efficiency analysis

We next want to evaluate the computational efficiency
of our proposed method. We collected the CPU times for
different approaches for all test cases. We then used the CPU
times of our method as the baseline results. The normalized
results are shown in Figure 3.

From Figure 3, we can see that the numerical method
with a small sampling interval can have a substantially large
computational overhead than our approach. For example, as
shown in Figure 3, our method is more than 50 times (on
average) faster than the numerical approach with ts = 0.5, and
10 times (on average) faster than that with ts = 3.0. Compared
with the numerical method with ts = 1.5, which is compatible
with our method from the perspective of accuracy, our method
can achieve an average speedup of 15 times. Note that, the
computational complexity of our approach is determined only
by the number of state intervals in a speed schedule, while
the complexity of the numerical approach depends on both
the schedule length (L) and sampling interval (ts). As shown
in Figure 2(a), in order to achieve high accuracy, the sampling
interval must be very small and thus very timing consuming.
From Figure 3, we can conclude that the proposed method is
much more time efficient than the numerical approach.

VI. CONCLUSION

Energy consumption optimization is a critical design issue
in the design of multi-core computing systems. It becomes
more challenging in deep submicron domains when leakage
consumption becomes more and more significant and the
interdependency of leakage and temperature becomes sub-
stantial. A key to solve this problem is to calculate the energy
consumption efficiently and effectively.

In this paper, we presented a fast and accurate solution
for energy calculation on multi-core systems that takes the

interdependency of leakage, temperature and supply voltage
into consideration. Different from the traditional numerical
approach, we developed an analytical formulation for the
energy consumption, and based on which, to calculate the
overall energy consumption rapidly and accurately. Our sys-
tem models are rather general and can be easily extended for
different platforms and applications. Our experiments showed
that the proposed method can achieve a speedup of 15 times
compared with the numerical method, with a relative error no
more than 1.5%.
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